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Balmy Burnie for Boats 

The conditions were just about perfect for the opening rounds of the Navy Surf Boats Tasmania Series 
conducted on Saturday and the newly formatted Tas Surf League which rolled out on Sunday. 
 
The Navy series is a stand-alone event just for surf boats and demonstrates the “team work” needed 
for surf boat rowing and the parallels with service in the Navy. Rowers then joined all other senior 
competitors on Sunday for a re-vamped and full program of events designed to provide better and more 
enjoyable competition with a more exciting spectator experience 

In the Navy races for men, the vastly improved Penguin Pirates under 23 crew served it up to a rusty 
Burnie Sultans senior crew and after four rounds in choppy conditions over a shorter course, these two 
crews shared the points and the result was a draw. Burnie Gold masters crew claimed third. 

In the women’s event, a solid pre-season has improved the Burnie Vikings Masters women and they took 
the win on points after four tight rounds against the younger Carlton Park Mecca crew who were second 
and Burnie Grit third. The latter two crews are blooding new rowers which is good to see. 

“Hughie” had the weather settings perfect by the time boats started racing in the Tas Surf League 
on Sunday. In warm and sunny conditions and a one metre wave, Burnie Vikings women 
showed further improvement and convincingly won four out of four rounds with Carlton Park Mecca  
just pipping Burnie Grit for second despite being unable to contest the final race due to injury in the tricky 
shore-break.   
 
The young Penguin Pirates under 23 men were replaced by some legendary masters in the Penguin 
Old Boys crew but they were no match for the Burnie Sultans who capitalized on youthful power and well-
rehearsed skills to dominate all four rounds. Burnie Gold masters crew finished in third. 
 
The second round of both these events moves south to Clifton Beach on the weekend of the 8th and 9th of 
January. Overall series winners will be determined after the fourth and final round in mid-February. 

 


